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内容概要

Get 3 classics for the price of 2 from internationally bestselling author Leil Lowndes. Not sure how to 'work a
room'? Learn the best-kept secrets of small talk, mingling, and body language to dramatically improve your
relationships.  There are two kinds of people in life. Those who walk into a room and say, 'Here I am!' and those
who walk into a room and say, 'There you are!'  With the help of internationally bestselling author, Leil Lowndes,
now YOU can be the person sought after at parties, dinners, and business functions.  Get all 3 books - HOW TO
TALK TO ANYONE, HOW TO MAKE ANYONE LIKE YOU, and HOW TO MAKE ANYONE FALL IN
LOVE WITH YOU - for the price of 2. Loaded with hundreds of simple techniques, these are proven, sure-fire
ways to guarantee big success in relationships. Discover:  / how to make small talk not so small / how to mingle and
'work a room' with ease and grace / why you should never leave your home without the latest news / how to give a
killer compliment / how to make an unforgettable first impression / how to make confident conversation with
anyone, anywhere  Stop admiring those successful people who seem to have it all and BECOME one of them.
These indispensable guides will instantly show you how to talk to anyone, about anything...any time!
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作者简介

Leil Lowndes, an internationally recognized communications expert, has conducted communication seminars for
major US corporations, foreign governments and the U.S Peace Corps. She has appeared on hundreds of television
and radio programmes. She is author
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书籍目录

《LEILLOWNDES How to MAKE Anyone like You》　Introduction                                 　How to be a people
magnet　　How we're going to find the answer　　The fatal FUD factor (Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt)
　Friends, lovers and Knights　　Platonic male/female friendships: 'There's no such thing!'　　　(Or is there?)
　　And, of course, love: The magic that makes the world go round　　Men's friendships: 'I love you, man!'　
　Women's friendships: 'Oh, why can't a man be more　　　like a woman?'　　Networking friends: So who are
these Knights?　Why this book is guaranteed to work!　　It is not a book - it's a contract!　　Everything in the
contract is backed by sociological studies　　It contains confidential testimony from thousands in my seminars
　Part I　Making strangers like you instantly!　　1 Hi! How do you like me so far? 　   But is being popular
really being liked?  　  What's your OQ? (Optimism Quotient)　　2 How to spread sunshine wherever you go　
　3 Making everyone feel special　　4 Win their hearts, in 10 words or less　　5 The magic wand -- your body
　　6 Like Hallmark Cards, a smile for every occasion　　7 Why do we prefer one person over another?　　
　Deborah gets the last laugh (and Leil eats her hat)　　8 Fine-tuning your tongue　　9 Never hear you're not
listening! again　　10 Fragging the fatal FUD factor　　　But what about me? I'm no Olympic athlete　　
　When you love the one who hurts you　　　How you can go for gold　　　Confidence alone isn't enough　
　11 How to work a room like royalty　　12 Nice shake!　　13 The Hugganary　　⋯⋯《LEILLOWNDES
How to MAKE Anyone FallinLove With You》《LEILLOWNDES How to TALEK to Anyone》
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